NEW ProBlade® Floor Tools

The ProBlade floor tools and straight telescoping wand have improved ergonomics and a more intuitive setup. The new tools boost vacuuming efficiency and worker satisfaction.

Ideal Use:
• Low to Medium Pile Carpeting
• Hard Surface Flooring
• Above the Floor

When used with the straight telescoping wand, the user twists at the hips, making minimal upper body movements and using less energy while vacuuming. Available for both carpet and hard surfaces, the ProBlade floor tool distributes suction evenly across its width for more efficient debris pickup. The straight telescoping wand quickly adjusts to be comfortable for users of various heights.

Optional Tools:
107527 ProBlade Carpet Floor Tool
107528 ProBlade Hard Surface Floor Tool
107529 Straight Telescoping Wand

Optional Kits:
107530 ProBlade Carpet Tool Kit
107531 ProBlade Hard Surface Tool Kit
107532 ProBlade Carpet Tool & ProBlade Hard Surface Tool Kit
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